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Abstract

Project Theseus is a proposal for a 470 m3 manned orbital research platform to replace the International Space Station
(ISS) aptly named the Theseus Space Station (TSS). The TSS draws its name from the mythical ”Ship of Theseus”
because it is designed to function both in low earth orbit (LEO) yet also provide a base architecture as a Mars transit
vehicle (MTV); parts of the module are changed yet, the core structure remains the same. The TSS maintains the
capabilities of the ISS while enhancing the commercial possibilities of micro-gravity research. Both configurations
are designed to accommodate four crew members. The TSS will be launch ready by 2022 and operate for a minimum
of 15 years in LEO. The MTV will be departure ready contingent on the completion of the TSS and will be able to
sustain its four crew members for 1100 days of interplanetary space travel.
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Introduction

2.1 Motivation and Background
The availability of a manned orbital research platform has been a staple of microgravity research and space exploration
since the launch of Skylab I in 1973. Launch of the International Space Station (ISS) in 1998 provided a more advanced
and ultimately more capable platform for this purpose. NASA has used the ISS for research “to enable future space
exploration, facilitate a commercial space economy, and advance the fundamental biological and physical sciences for
the benefit of humanity” [1]. Foremost among these studies is an ongoing investigation into the long-term effects of
microgravity.
The ISS, however, is both aging and expensive; as it approaches 20 years of operational use, its total cost has
exceeded $100B [2]. The ISS is currently scheduled for deorbit in 2024, requiring a robust yet inexpensive platform
to replace it.
Furthermore, NASA intends to “expand human presence into the solar system and to the surface of Mars to
advance exploration, science, innovation, benefits to humanity, and international collaboration” [1]. Appropriately, the
development of a Mars Transit Vehicle (MTV) maximizes the scientific benefit while minimizing the overall mission
cost. By using the same core architecture in both the MTV and the Low Earth Orbit (LEO) module, development time
and cost can be reduced while providing a proven and reliable structure.
2.2 Problem Definition
The scope of this project is constrained to the detailed design of the LEO module, the specification of the changes
necessary for Mars transit, and a clear explanation of the commercial ventures enabled by the module. The detailed
design of the module includes clearly defined system architecture, and subsystems, including the performance, cost,
and power requirements. The driving requirements for the project were derived from this scope and from communication with RASC-AL, including the Request for Proposal (RFP), Q&A session, feedback from the abstract, feedback
from the mid-project review and questions answered via email.
The following requirements are explicitly defined in the RFP: the module shall be habitable, be in Low Earth Orbit
(LEO), support commercial applications, be extensible as a Mars Transit Vehicle, and launch by 2022 [3]. As with
all spacecraft, the NASA guidelines for human-rated systems must be followed [4]. Additionally, the Mars module
shall follow NASA’s Evolvable Mars Campaign, most importantly sustaining a crew of four with enough supplies for
1,100 days [5]. As the module is designed to replace the ISS, several requirements were inferred: it shall cost less to
develop, launch, and operate than the ISS, and shall either replace or surpass the scientific capabilities of the ISS.
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Concept of Operations

The concept of operations (ConOps), seen in Figure 1, provides an operational perspective of the mission’s major
phases and design architectures. These phases are split between the LEO Module and the MTV missions. For both
missions, the focus is on the launch, assembly, supply, and boarding timeline.
The first phase of the mission begins in 2022, when design and ground construction of the LEO habitat modules
are scheduled to be completed. During this phase, the habitat’s structure, equipment, cargo, food, water, and oxygen
will be propelled into LEO by a series of commercial launches. The TSS’s target volume is best launched using
four Falcon 9 rockets, produced by SpaceX. The second phase of the LEO mission runs concurrently with the first.
Named ”ISS-Paired Assembly”, the phase involves the in-space construction of the TSS while docked to the ISS. In
2022, the ISS will grab the first launched rigid module with the Canadarm2, and berth it to the Harmony module’s
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Figure 1: Depicted above are the major phases of Project Theseus on a 13 year timeline. The left side illustrates
the launch, construction and resupply of the LEO habitat, while the right does the same for the Mars transit vehicle.
Launch vehicles are subject to change based on availability, however the scheduled launch time is set. Featured
companies in the phase diagram are SpaceX, Orbital ATK, and Boeing.
International Docking Adapter (IDA). The IDA on the Harmony module provides a perfect station for berthing, as the
IDA is compatible with the NASA Docking System (NDS), the port is within the reach of the Canadarm2, and it is far
enough from the ISS solar panels to avoid a collision. The motive behind berthing to the Harmony module stems from
the desire to use the ISS’s guidance navigation and control, optical sensing, and docking mechanisms to construct the
TSS structure. This does not burden the TSS with the risk of assembling alone in space. After the TSS structure is
assembled, the station will disconnect from the ISS and operate in low power mode until it rendezvouses with the solar
panels. Based on historical precedence, the total construction of the TSS rigid module and two inflatable modules is
expected to take 2 years.
Phase 3 will commence under the presumption that the station will be fully habitable by 2024. Boarding crew
onto the TSS will be a commercial venture due to the overall cost effectiveness. NASA’s Commercial Crew Program
estimates that crew transportation cost can be decreased by $23M per seat using the SpaceX Crew Dragon or Boeing
CST-100, as opposed to the Russian Soyuz [54]. The LEO habitat portion of the mission is concluded in phase 4,
with the resupply and crew transition plan. In correspondence to the calculated rations needed for 4 crew members in
LEO, resupply missions will occur every 4 months. Resupply missions are schedule-driven CRS launches, meaning
commercial companies will alternate providing crew provisions based on their availability. In addition to scheduled
resupply launches, phase 4 will involve missions designed to relieve and replace crew members aboard the TSS.
Mission duration can vary from astronaut to astronaut depending on their specific role on the habitat, but a standard
service period is set for 8 months. This allows for an adequate amount of time to perform meaningful research
experiments while minimizing the risk of health problems. This time period also allows for mission overlap between
resupply and crew rotation, which is desirable because resupply and new crew can be launched on the same vehicle,
saving time, money, and resources.
In agreement with NASA’s Evolvable Mars Campaign (EMC), it is expected that space technology will be advanced enough to support a crewed mission to Mars by 2033 [55]. With this in mind, The Mars transit portion of
the mission will begin 10 years after the first launch of the LEO module. Starting in 2032 allows time to construct
and equip the MTV for interplanetary travel. Phase 5 deploys the MTV in the same amount of launches as phase 1.
The four Falcon 9 launches only carry the structure, equipment, and solar panels for the MTV, however the additional
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area needed for complex equipment and solar panels demand a similar launch pattern. The MTV will be assembled
while docked to the TSS in phase 6. The MTV will be berthed to the axial docking port on the TSS rigid module, and
the Next Generation Canadarm will be used to assemble the structure. Once assembled and supplied, the MTV will
disconnect with the TSS and operate in low power mode until it captures its solar panels. As opposed to the LEO habitat mission architecture, the Mars mission requires that all food, water, and oxygen are on-board for the operational
duration. Phase 7 commences in 2033 under the assumption that resupplies will not be available to the crew during
Mars transit. Two CRS launches are sufficient to supply the MTV with enough provisions for the required 1,100 days
of transit. The launches are scheduled for 2035, but could begin sooner if deemed appropriate. Finally, the mission
will conclude in phase 8 with boarding the crew onto the MTV. The Mars crew will be transported to the MTV using
the commercial crew program. In 2035, the Orion crew capsule, Dragon crew capsule, and Boeing Starliner will have
the capability to transport the MTV crew and are thus appropriate choices for this transportation task. The mission
timeline plans for departure to Mars to take place in 2035, however the propellant module will need to be developed
and berthed to the MTV.
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LEO Module Design

The proposed LEO module layout is as shown in figure 2. It consists of one primary rigid module, with two
inflatable modules mounted radially, along with the quest
airlock and egress module mounted inline with the rigid
module. The sizing of each of these modules was driven
by our design target of 480 cubic meters, as well as the
desire to reduce overall system complexity. The outer dimensions of the rigid module take full advantage of the
Falcon 9 fairing volume, and offer an interior pressurized
volume of 93.8 cubic meters. Each inflatable module,
when packed for launch, also fill the interior volume of
the Falcon 9 fairing, and when expanded offers 187.6m3 .
Figure 2: Overview of the module layout.
The rigid module serves as the crew quarters, life
support and hygiene facilities. The inflatable module on
the right provides space for storage and crew health equipment such as exercise and healthcare supplies. The second inflatable module serves solely as a space for commercial and NASA sponsored research and will be filled with
standardized Rackspace.
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Module Subsystem Design

5.1 Command and Data Handling
Command and Data Handling (C&DH) is integral to transmitting commands to and from the spacecraft, as well
has collecting data and monitoring the health of the spacecraft. The system architecture consists of crew interface
computers, processing computers, and data buses. At the top level, the crew has access to crew interface computers via
laptops. These laptops show the C&DH software and provide crew members the capabilities to receive data from or
issue commands to the processing computers. Sixty processing computers connect to all equipment in the spacecraft
and are able to perform complex calculations needed in the everyday use of the spacecraft or collect both data recorded
by spacecraft equipment as well as health data of the equipment. A network of approximately 40 data buses connects
the processing computers to each other and to the equipment they monitor.
The C&DH subsystem has to be able to interface with other spacecraft subsystems at all times. For example the
C&DH subsystem uses stored commands to perform routine GNC calculations and maneuvers as well as being able to
access the Communications subsystem to alert crew members if the spacecraft has entered an emergency mode. The
C&DH system is also required to be able to perform time synchronization. One of the processing computers keeps
and defines the time to within a ground-specified uncertainty range to make sure all operations are time stamped and
all computers operate using the same clock. This allows for the use of a Transmission Control Protocol to control
the flow of data and avoid data from two sources interacting with a data bus at the same time which would result in
data collision and invalid data. The C&DH system also has its own fault detection system to discover and remedy any
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issues that arise within the C&DH subsystem itself. Lastly, the C&DH subsystem software specifies what “mode” it is
in to prevent accidents from occurring by specifying what actions can be performed at a given time. The station will
normal operate in a standard mode in which all actions aboard the spacecraft can be performed, but for example, the
space station may enter an emergency mode if the spacecraft impacts a meteorite and this mode would shut down all
extraneous subsystems like EVA in favorite of keeping mission critical subsystems like life support running longer,
until the problem is solved. For the Mars module, additional processing computers and data buses will be included to
account for propulsion equipment.

5.2 Communications and Tracking
The Communications and Tracking subsystem is a vital subsystem in the spacecraft, since it is responsible for transmitting audio, video, and telemetry data between the spacecraft and ground control. The communication subsystem
on the TSS is broken further into five subsystems. The first of the five, the Internal Audio Subsystem, handles communication within the spacecraft between crew members as well as distributing alert signals to warn crew members of an
issue aboard the spacecraft. This subsystem will operate via small Audio Terminal Units located throughout the interior of the spacecraft that can be switched around if needed. The S-Band subsystem is the primary system responsible
for relaying data to Earth, as well as receiving commands from Earth. The data relayed down by the S-Band system
includes, spacecraft and crew member health data as well as audio communication of the station with ground control.
The Ultra High Frequency subsystem (UHF) is responsible for communication of the spacecraft with other objects in
space around it. This includes contacting other spacecraft that may want to dock with the TSS or staying in contact
with a crew member using the EVA system. The Video Distribution Subsystem (VDS) will be solely responsible for
transmitting video data to Earth. Lastly, the Ku-Band subsystem is able to relay data at a higher downlink rate than the
S-Band and will therefore be used to relay research data taken aboard the TSS [9].
The TSS will utilize both radio and optical communication. As an innovative approach to communication compared to the ISS, the main form of communication aboard the TSS will be the optical communication, in the form of an
onboard laser with the capability to transmit S-Band, Ku-Band, and video data at a higher downlink rate than traditional
radio communication. For comparison, the most effective radio antenna, the Ka-Band antenna, usually downlinks data
to Earth at about 100 Mb/s. A laser can achieve a downlink rate to Earth from orbit up to approximately 622 Mb/s
and from Mars is predicted to be able to downlink at 250 Mb/s, which is a clear advantage [7]. Laser communication
has already been tested with NASA’s Lunar Laser Communication Demonstration and, in 2019, will be further tested
with the Laser Communication Relay Demonstration (LCRD), a laser module that will be located in geosynchronous
orbit above the U.S. [7]. Less testing for laser in deep space has been performed, however. In 2020 NASA plans to
launch the Deep Space Optical Communications mission to an asteroid to test the capabilities of the laser on board
[7]. Whether or not a laser will be used on the mission to Mars will therefore be dependent on the success of this
mission and future missions before launch of the Mars module. With this in mind, both configurations of the TSS will
use a laser to communicate to Earth for the S-Band, Ku-Band, and VDS subsystems and radio antennas for the UHF
subsystem. Additionally, a redundant antenna will be included for all of the five subsystems to be used in case the
laser proves unreliable. The lasers will communication with LCRD, which will be able to send the data to mission
control on Earth. In LEO, the redundant radio antennas would use NASA’s Tracking and Data Relay Satellite System
(TDRSS) to relay data to Earth and at Mars these antennas will use NASA’s Deep Space Network. The inclusion of
a laser reduces the power draw of the communication subsystem from 0.72 kW to 0.33 kW, and it reduces the mass
from 720 kg to 510 kg compared to using only radio communications as the principle method.
5.3 Docking Systems
The docking systems on the TSS serves two primary purposes: connecting the modules of the space station to one
another, and allowing for spacecraft to dock and berth locally. For the TSS, the NASA Docking System (NDS) was
chosen as the station’s docking system. The NDS uses the International Docking Standard (IDS) as the basis of its
design. The International Docking Standard was created by the International Space Station Multilateral Coordination
Board comprised of the ISS contributors: NASA, Roscosmos, JAXA, ESA, and the Canadian Space Agency. This
standard allows for future docking systems to be compatible internationally, facilitating future space endeavors between countries. Therefore, the NDS allows any other station module or spacecraft with an IDS docking port to attach
to the TSS.
The NDS has a passage diameter of 813 mm, and allows the transfer of power, data, environmental controls (air,
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water, etc.), and commands between docking ports. Since the International docking standard sets the diameter to the
above 813 mm, the racks used on the ISS can no longer fit through the ports, as on the ISS via the Common Berthing
Mechanism’s 127cm passage [47]. Therefore, racks can no longer be preconfigured and must be put together on the
space station itself. Currently, the ISS uses the IDS through the International Docking Adapter (IDA), which converts
the ISS APAS-95 docking system, the system used for the Space Shuttle, to the NDS. Because the TSS will be built
with the NDS, the station will not need adapters, saving space and weight in the launch vehicles [45]. Further, the
ports are androgynous, so an NDS port can connect to any other NDS port.
The rigid TSS module will have 4 NDS ports: two axial, and two radial. The two inflatable modules will each have
two axial NDS ports, which will connect to the rigid module. The Quest Joint Airlock (QJA) will use an NDS port to
attach to the rigid module. The NDS ports will be built into the modules themselves, and therefore will not take up
additional volume, much like the Common Berthing Mechanism (CBM) ports on the United States ISS modules Unity
and Tranquility. The cost and weight of the NDS ports are estimated to be 9 million and 526 kg, based on the cost
and weight of the IDA. [36] Through the NDS, the TSS will allow for all types of spacecraft to work with the station,
ensuring more companies and nations can take full advantage of the opportunities the station provides.

5.4 Electrical Power System
The power requirement for the TSS are defined through the total power budget of all subsystems and a 20% scaling
factor for unforseen requirements on the station. The resulting budget is 55kW , which is quite close to the initial
estimate of 50 − 60kW based off of a 23 scaling factor from the power budget of the ISS.
Given this budget, and using the process described in SMAD, the best option was found to be Orbital ATK’s
UltraFlex Solar Arrays through use of a trade study and comparison with radioisotopes, fission reactors, and fuel cells
[11]. With these solar array’s efficiency of 30% and an assumption of similar degradation and array-to-load path
efficiencies as Gallium Arsenide solar panels, the solar arrays will encompass an area of 670m2 . Using the Orbital
ATK estimate of 150W/kg for this solar array, this relates to 850kg for the entire array [11] [12]. The batteries used
to provide power to the TSS during eclipse have a mass of 442kg [13] [14]. This process assumes a similar orbit to
the ISS, with a total period of 90 minutes and 35 minutes of eclipse time, and the use of Lithium-Ion batteries, as
currently being tested on the ISS [15]. In total, the electrical power system will generate 50kW to 60kW with a mass
of 1366kg.
5.5 EVA Systems
Extravehicular Activity (EVA), or activities done outside of the space station, are an inevitable necessity. EVAs
are done primarily for repairs to the space station or to satellites, but also for retrieving objects or test equipment.
The Extravehicular Activity (EVA) system is comprised of two primary parts: the airlock, and the EVA space suits.
Currently, the ISS has multiple airlocks: the Quest Joint Airlock (QJA), the Zvezda Service Module, and the Piris
Docking Compartment.
The Quest Joint Airlock will be used as the principle airlock system aboard the TSS while future airlock technology
such as the joint Boeing NanoRacks airlock may be attached to the station through an available NDS port [46]. The
QJA has been in use on the ISS since 2001 and is still the most current airlock technology presently in service. The
QJA is a 2 part system, comprised of the Equipment Lock and the Crew Lock. The Crew Lock is the traditional
section of the airlock, where a crew member exits the station into space via a port located radially. The Equipment
Lock houses the space suits and equipment required for EVA, as well as the gas tanks required to re-pressurize the
Crew Lock. Additionally, the Equipment lock allows the crew to inspect the suits after EVA to check for damage. The
QJA has a mass of 6064kg, a volume of 34m3 , and a cost of $164M [48].
Suitports, or spacesuits connected with a port to a vehicle of spacecraft, were considered as an alternative to an
airlock. Suitports are currently being developed to minimize EVA preparation and pre-breathe time, reduce dust from
entering the spacecraft or vehicle while on a planet, and eliminate the need for an airlock. However, for the Theseus
Space Station, they are too early in development and prevent cargo, supplies, and tools from easily transferring to
space in EVAs [51].
The Extravehicular Mobility Unit (EMU) is the US EVA suit currently used by US astronauts aboard the ISS. In its
current state, the EMU is almost 20 years old, with outdated technology that leads to significant preparation time prior
to an EVA. The Z-Series space suits currently finishing development by NASA use more currently technology, and reduce preparation time. This is generally due to their higher internal pressure, lower mass, and rear-entry configuration.
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Appropriately, two Z-Series Z2 space suits will be used for EVAs aboard the TSS.
In addition to the airlock and space suits, External Stowage Platforms (ESP) are vital to successful EVA missions.
ESPs are used to store space station components, external experiments, and other parts used during EVA’s that do not
need to be pressurized. If specific parts require heat, the stowage platforms can be powered to heat the components to
the required temperature [49]. Two ESP’s will be attached to the Quest Joint Airlock in like fashion to the ISS.Unlike
the ISS however, external experiments may be placed on these platforms as needed, since they will serve the purpose
of the ISS’s Japanese Experiment Module (Kibo).

5.6 Thermal Control Subsystem
While in LEO, the TSS will undergo similar environmental conditions as the ISS. Ideally, the temperature inside
the modules will remain within the 21◦ C - 23◦ C while, while temperatures around the modules’ exterior vary from
approximately −125◦ C to 150◦ C [16]. The primary resource for keeping the station within survivable limits will be
the Passive Thermal Control System (PTCS). The Active Thermal Control System (ATCS) will be present as a back-up
for the situations when the environment or heat loads exceed the capabilities of the PTCS.
The PTCS will consist of four primary components: multilayer insulation, surface coatings, radiators, and heat
pipes. The ATCS will use mechanically pumped fluid, approximately 250 liters of water and ammonia, in closed-loop
circuits to perform heat collection, rejection, and transportation. Systems such as these have consistently worked on
past stations, and considering the importance of a working thermal control system, system performance and reliability
was set as a priority. Manned spacecraft in orbit create much more heat than one on a trajectory to Mars, thus the focus
for the mars modifications is dealing with consistent lower temperatures.
Worst case scenarios at both temperature extremes were examined for both the Low Earth Orbit and Mars Orbit
scenarios. For the LEO hot case, heat flux from the Sun is a maximum of (1422W/m2 ) and power usage is at
maximum of (55kW/m3 ). A thermal model was created after also considering Albedo (800W/m2 ), Earth Infrared
energy (257W/m2 ), environmental boundary conditions, various absorptivity and emissivity values of the station
surface. The model also considers heat dissipated from the PTCS’s three radiators that each cover an area of 8m2 . For
the LEO cold case, the station is in eclipse and the main sources of heat come from Earth Infrared and when power
usage is at a minimum.
For the Mars hot case, heat flux from the Sun is at a high (587W/m2 ) and power usage is at maximum (55kW/m3 ),
while also accounting for Albedo (170W/m2 ) and Mars Infrared energy (162W/m2 ). Similar to the analysis in LEO,
the Mars cold case undergoes no solar heat flux or albedo and power usage is at maximum, while also accounting for
Mars Infrared energy (120W/m2 ).
5.7 Robotics Subsystem
Because the TSS module will be assembled while attached to the ISS, there are two main options available for the
main robotic system on-board the TSS: the Mobile Servicing System (MSS)/Candarm2 [17] or the Next Generation
Canadarm currently under development by the Canadian Space Agency. The NGC has two main components, the
Next-Generation Large Canadarm (NGLC) and the Next-Generation Small Canadarm (NGSC). The NGLC is most
similar to the current Canadarm2 currently attached to the ISS. The 15m long robotic arm, with six degrees of freedom,
is capable of preforming tasks such as vehicle capture and docking [18]. This robotic arm is significantly lighter than
the current Canadarm, as seen in Table 1. Its telescopic design allows for storage in less than 5m3 [18]. The NGSC is
based on the Special Purpose Dexterous Manipulator (Dextre) that is currently on the ISS. The NGSC is both smaller
and lighter than Dextre and can offer support refueling and repairing satellites in space.
Table 1: Comparison of Mass, Power, Volume, and Cost between the MSS and the proposed NGC.

Mass (kg)
Power (kW)
Volume (m3)
Cost ($millions)

MSS
SSRMS (Canadarm2)
1800
2
9.7525
896

Dextre
1662
2
2.129

6

NGC
NG Large Arm NG Small Arm
922.84
852.09
2
2
5
2.129
1300

Due to the age and the cost necessary to refurbish the MSS, and the lightweight and telescopic design of the NGC,
the NGC will be used as the main robotic system for the TSS. The NGC offers a more complete design to meet the
needs for the TSS module, and its capabilities for satellite repair and refueling benefit the commercial applications for
the TSS. Table 1 compares the mass, power, volume, and cost requirements of the MSS to those of the NGC.

5.8 Guidance, Navigation and Control
The Guidance, Navigation and Control (GNC) subsystem is responsible for stabilizing and reorienting the spacecraft
during a mission as well as determining the most efficient route for the spacecraft to get from point A to point B.
Attitude determination and control remain the key components within this system in order for the TSS to complete its
mission objectives.
To accurately determine the attitude and attitude rate of the TSS, and to allow for redundancy, the TSS module
includes four sun sensors, two star sensors, two horizon sensors, one magnetometer, and two inertial measurement
units (gyros). Similar to the ISS, a system of four Control Moment Gyroscopes (CMGs) will be used as the main
method of attitude control onboard the TSS. The CMGs are large steel wheels that spin at 6,600 revolutions per
minute, have an estimated mass of 155kg, and a peak power requirement of 0.12kW each [19].
5.9 Environmental Controls & Life Support
The fundamentals of life support are food, water and air. Beyond these, however, additional aspects must be taken into
consideration. For the purposes of this project, life support can be broken down into five major areas or components:
atmosphere management, water management, food provision, waste management, and crew safety. All of these are
integral to safe and effective space travel for humans. It is also important to acknowledge the environment into
which humans will be sent. For example, there are strict ionizing radiation exposure limits that can be applied for
space activities involving astronauts. When determining what types of life support subsystems would best suit the
mission at hand, it is important to consider characteristics such as crew size, mission duration, cabin leakage, resupply
capability, power availability, volume availability, the viability of artificial gravity, and others. Using the average crew
metabolic requirements found from data aboard spacecraft such as the International Space Station, it is clear that the
life requirements of each astronaut directly correlates with the provisions needed for extended spaceflight – given one
important parameter: the efficiency of the subsystems therein.
We chose each subsystem considering aspects such as design efficiency, volume, power required, mass, and the
technology readiness level. It is important to not only fit the life support needs of the astronauts, but to be fiscally and
technologically viable as well. For carbon dioxide removal, a two-bed carbon molecular sieve has a design efficiency
of 90 percent and a volume requirement of just 0.26 square meters. Oxygen generation will be executed with ten
electrolytic cells similar to those aboard the ISS[21]. Hygiene, water recovery, and potable water processing will be
carried out by a multi-filtration unibed system. While these cartridges cannot be regenerated, the design efficiency
of 99.9 percent and extremely small volume requirement of 0.00124 square meters outweigh the need to carry extra
cartridges. For urine processing, a Vapor Phase Catalytic Ammonia Removal (VAPCAR) system will allow for a
design efficiency of up to 95 percent because it is based on a catalytic chemical process where impurities, such as
ammonia, vaporize along with the process water and are oxidized into innocuous gas byproducts[20].
Because of the nature of space, Earth bound fire suppression systems will not do. Smoke does not rise to the
ceiling as it does under gravity, so standard placement of fire detection needs to be adjusted. Placing the detection
systems in the ventilation system will work because the air in the station will always be cycling through it. From there,
the sub-system in question will be turned off, quarantined, and suppressed with standard hand-held fire extinguishers
located around the station[20].
5.10 Crew Accommodations and Health Care System
The crew accommodations of the TSS are an essential part of the station as a whole. They ensures the crew have
everything they need on a day to day basis, such as equipment to aide in bone density retention or provision of a place
to eat and sleep. Keeping the crew comfortable and healthy allows their productivity to remain high in order to operate
the station as well as keep up with research endeavors.
The sleeping quarters are where the crew will spend at least 8 hours of every 24 on in orbit. Therefore, it is
important that the crew feels comfortable and relaxed. The design goal is to maximize the storage space available
without making each crew member feel claustrophobic. Therefore, taking inspiration from a redesigned ISS crew
7

quarters shown in Figures 3a and 3b, the crew quarters will be tapered towards the bottom to allow extra storage room
compared to the crew quarters aboard the ISS[22] . In addition, since the tapering is at the bottom of the quarters, the
crew will not feel as though they have lost extra living room.
Maintaining exercise in space is much
more important than on Earth as it decreases the loss in bone density, a large
problem with prolonged stay in space. To
ensure that all muscles are worked, there
will be three separate machines on board
for each astronauts mandated two hours of
exercise time. The Combined Operational
Load Bearing External Resistance Treadmill (COLBERT)[23][24] and the Cycle Ergometer with Vibration Isolation System
(CEVIS)[25] are available for cardiovascular health. The rest of their muscles will
be worked on the Advanced Resistive Exercise Device (ARED)[26]. All three will provide computers that are connected to ground
control to send and receive important data
about the astronauts to be analyzed. A much Figure 3: A 2D and 3D rendering of the proposed crew quarters for
smaller exercise device called the Miniature the TSS in centimeters[22]
Exercise Device (MED-2)[27] is currently
being tested and refined and remains a very strong possibility for the Mars mission due to the extra constraints.
There are many more aspects to keeping a crew healthy in addition to exercise. The TSS will use mostly the same
equipment that is on board the ISS to monitor the crew’s health, the environments health, countermeasure systems if
something were to happen, and health maintenance[28]. There are a large number of machines and equipment that
make up this system.
The dining area will have a forced air convection oven, a folding table with Velcro for the crew to attach their
plates/bowls, simple cutlery (spoons, knives, and forks), bungee straps, and napkins[29]. A water dispenser will also
be included to provide the crew with tasty beverages. The menu system will also be carried over from the ISS.
The Universal Waste Management System (UWMS) is scheduled to begin testing in 2018[30]. It is designed to
work as well as possible with the current ECLS system while reducing the volume, weight, and amount of water
used[31]. Ideally, this is the system to use on the TSS, however if testing does not go as planned or complications are
encountered, the system Waste Collection System (WCS) on the ISS will be used instead.
The Flight Crew Systems used in the TSS will be modeled very closely off those used on the ISS, and will consist
of the following equipment: housekeeping, lights, stowage, trash management, emergency provisions, restraints, and
mobility aids[9]. The purpose of this section is for extra equipment the crew will find useful while on the TSS. This
includes, but is not limited to, extra trash bags, cleaning supplies, handlebars, tethers, and a fire extinguisher. The
lights will be Solid State Lighting Module (SSLM) [32], and will use the Dynamic Lighting Schedule (DLS)[33] in
order to maximize crew productivity.

5.11 Station Keeping
Perturbations in Keplerian orbital motion are very common in low Earth orbit. Factors such as Earth’s non-spherical
mass distribution, solar and albedo radiation pressure, and tidal attractions from the Sun and Moon all contribute to
fluctuations in a spacecraft’s trajectory. In Low Earth orbit however, atmospheric drag is the dominating force negating
a spacecraft’s motion. As a result, the TSS shall either possess the ability to re-boost its orbit when the station’s altitude
reaches a minima, or maintain its altitude via constant low thrust propulsion. Methods of station-keeping vary in mass,
volume, cost, available thrust, and required power. With the intention of calculating the minimum thrust an engine has
to produce to keep the TSS in orbit, the ISS’s mean height from February 2016, to February 2017 was examined to
develop a quantifiable drag force in LEO.
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After calculations, the force of drag expected on the TSS is equal to 5.63mN . Unlike the ISS, the TSS will use
electric propulsion to counteract the force of drag. Ion thrusters use less propellant, require less power, and are smaller
in mass and volume than traditional chemical rocket engines. Currently, the ISS requires 7000kg of propellant a year
for re-boost purposes, burdening the system to expensive launches and refuels. Although ion thrusters provide less
thrust, they provide more than enough to effectively station-keep. Low thrust propulsion requires a long period of
constant thrust, and the resulting orbit transfer can be approximated as a spiral circle [36]. While performing re-boost
maneuvers at a minimum radius, the spiral circle change in velocity needed to reach the desired orbit is 0.238km/s.
No matter which electric propulsion system is used, generating 0.238km/s in delta-V requires years of burn time.
Instead of focusing on raising the altitude from a lower orbit to a higher one, the thruster’s main purpose will be to
provide a constant force which stabilizes both the stations altitude, and microgravity environment. The driving factor
for choosing an optimal ion thruster is minimizing the power required to maintain the station’s altitude.
NASA’s Evolutionary Xenon Thruster (NEXT) is the class of modern electric propulsion. The system is capable
of providing a maximum thrust of 236mN , while drawing no more than 14kW of power. The NEXT ion thrust also
boasts an estimated total mass of 60kg, and total volume of 0.15m3, considerably smaller than rocket engines [38].
Although the NEXT ion thruster can provide great power for its size, the TSS only requires 5.63mN of thrust to
negate the force of drag in LEO. Unfortunately, the NEXT ion thruster performs very poorly in low thrust and low
power situations, as its system efficiency drops off at its minimum thrust by nearly 3 times the value at its max thrust.
Alternatively, NASA’s Solar Technology Application Readiness (NSTAR) program has developed an electrostatic
thruster capable of producing 92mN of max thrust. The NSTAR electrostatic thruster performs very efficiently at low
power, and is capable of producing 19mN of thrust in its lowest power operating mode of 0.5kW . The NSTAR also
has completed 14,200 hours, or 592 days, of operation in its testing facility, a very important trait for its new purposes
aboard the TSS.
In an effort to be more innovative than the ISS, the TSS will constantly use the NSTAR electrostatic thruster in
low power mode to maintain height. If using 19mN of thrust with 0.5kW of power, the TSS will gain 13 meters in
altitude after 1 year. An elevation rise this small is completely negligible, as it can be erased with just a couple seconds
of free flight. Astonishingly, a full year of thrusting only requires 32kg of Xenon propellant. As a result of constantly
thrusting to negate the force of drag, the TSS will be subjected to a constant 2.48E-8 g-force. There is reason to believe
that this constant force will actually aid the microgravity environment on the TSS. Spacecraft’s in LEO experience a
myriad of perturbations on a day to day basis. Constant electric propulsion will help remove the negative effects
of these disturbances to research experiments, and crew activities. If different altitudes are needed, the NSTAR is
capable of slowly reaching goals, however, orbital debris poses a constant and unpredictable threat. For this reason,
the Dragon 2 capsule will serve as the station’s emergency thrusters. The Dragon 2 has eight SuperDraco engines
capable of producing 71,000 Newtons of thrust with a specific impulse of 235 seconds. In the event that a rapid orbital
maneuver is needed, the SuperDraco engine can raise the TSS 1.75km in altitude at one-third the maximum thrust
in only 9.2 minutes. The station’s structure would experience 0.044 g’s in force, which is well within the structure’s
limits. In its typical use, the Dragon 2 capsule can only fire the SuperDraco engines for 25 seconds, due to the tanks
propellant capacity of 1, 388kg. The TSS plans to have stored DiNitrogen Tetroxide Monomethylhydrazine and the
capability to pump it into the SuperDraco engines to reach a 9.2 minute burn. Storing chemical propellant is already
done on the ISS, and can easily be planned for on the TSS. Also, the Next Generation Canadarm as the ability to refuel
satellites, and therefore its functionality can be expanded to refuel the SuperDraco engine.

6

Mars Module Modifications

6.1 Shielding & Storage
In LEO the module is shielded naturally from most adverse forms of radiation; however, the Mars module requires a
more robust radiation shielding system to compensate for the lack of magnetosphere during the voyage. For example,
a Mars mission lasting 1,100 days in free space would result in a total radiation dose per crew member of about
1.8Sv. While this dosage would not be deadly, it could lead to radiation sickness for 50% of the crew [20]. Galactic
Cosmic Radiation (GCR), and Solar Particle Events (SPE) pose fatal and mission critical threats to astronauts. A solar
flare can trigger electrical component failures and induce acute radiation syndrome. Excessive exposure to GCR can
degrade materials and system efficiency, and increases the risk of cancer in crew members. In addition to radiation,
micrometeoroids and orbital debris pose a formidable threat to astronauts. For safe and efficient transit, the MTV
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requires a radiation shield that is both lightweight and durable.
Hydrogenated Boron Nitride Nanotubes (BNNT) provide excellent radiation protection and strong structural stability. Studies show that as the percentage of hydrogen in a material increases, the equivalent dosage of radiation
passing through decreases [39]. Hydrogen proficiently fragments heavy ions commonly found in GCR, stops protons
prevalent in SPE, and decelerates neutrons formed when GCR and SPE interact with matter. Preliminary findings indicate that BNNT outperform industry leading structural materials in both specific stiffness and specific strength [39].
Hydrogenated BNNT provide the structural requirements and radiation shielding necessary for a manned mission to
Mars, but a 2012 report states the BNNT are ten years away from service [40]. With a launch date set for 2032, the
theoretical radiation-proof structure will be ready at the current rate.
Food and water storage requirements are significantly increased for the Mars mission to accommodate for the
1,100 day travel time with an estimated 50m3 being dedicated to housing these supplies. To incorporate this change
the inflatable modules shall be re-purposed from research facilities to supply storage sections for the trip. The module
core also allows for attachment of another inflatable module should extra storage be required, increasing the total
station usable volume to 470m3 for the Mars transit.

6.2 Power & Propulsion
There are two major power system modifications necessary to sustain the Mars transit mission. Significant advances
in solar panel technology will be included into the MTV by the 2032 launch date, allowing for Germanium triple
junction solar panels. These solar panels offer an efficiency of 40% and will likely have similar packing conditions
to the Orbital ATK Ultraflex and similar efficiencies as Gallium Arsenide solar panels [41]. With these assumptions
and reducing the overall power budget to 35kW considering the removal of commercial operations, the necessary
area of solar panels at Mars will be 700m2 , given a 400km circular orbit. This relates to a total weight of 1200kg
and a total stowed volume of 4.7m3 , given the packing density of 33kg/m3 [12]. Considering the TSS is capable of
making a transit to more than one desired orbit, Figure 4 shows the electrical power system mass and launch volume
requirements for orbits ranging from a distance of 300km to 1600km from the surface of Mars.
From Figure 4, the needed launch volume and mass decrease with the increased distance from Mars. It is therefore
up to the customer to determine which orbit would be best. The distance of 400km is used as an example as it
maintains similar eclipse and daylight times as the ISS.
To ensure that the module can endure the injection
boost to the Mars transit orbit, the structure is designed
to endure a burn of up to 0.3 thrust-to-weight ratio. This
allows for a wide range of propulsion solutions for the
customer to choose from when designing the Mars transit
propulsion bus.
The MTV will need to dock with a propulsion system
capable of producing enough ∆V to make the journey to
Mars. An effective propulsion system must transport the
crew quickly and safely, while minimizing the effects of
thrust on the design’s structure and the power required
for operation. As mandated by RASC-AL, designing the
propulsion system for the MTV is officially beyond the
mission’s scope. However, the following trade study and
subsequent analysis provides a recommended propulsion
system for the MTV to berth to.
Before comparing different methods of spacecraft Figure 4: Using the assumption of a conical umbra on the
propulsion for Mars transit, a stable figure of merits must dark side of Mars and a similar process as used in Section
be established. When considering a propulsion system, 5.4 [13], the required electrical power system launch mass
factors such as launch mass, TRL, safety, and burn time and volume were found to decrease with increasing orbital
are critical. The launch mass is directly proportional to distance from Mars.
the amount of ∆V the system can generate. A lower
launch mass corresponds to more ∆V , and therefore a proper system will minimize mass. Technology Readiness
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Level is important, however lower TRL’s can be tolerated for a mission that starts in 2032; there is more time to
develop the technology. Crew safety must be heavily weighted in any habitable design. Lastly, burn time has to be
considered due to the forces on the habitats structure, mass of propellant required, and time of flight. The pairwise
comparison and weighted results are shown below in Table 2.
Table 2: This table shows the pairwise comparison method used to generate the weighted figures of merit.

Launch Mass
TRL
Safety
Burn Time

Launch Mass
1
0.75
1.1
0.333

TRL
1.33
1
1.5
0.5

Safety
0.909
0.666
1
0.2

Burn Time
3
2
3
1

Weighted Results (%)
32.4
22.9
34.2
10.5

After determining the weights associated with each decision criteria, propulsion systems can be measured against
one another. The systems analyzed for the purposes of Mars transit contain both electric and nuclear thermal propulsion
solutions. Specific calculations were made to further progress the trade study. Using a simple Earth-Mars Hohmann
transfer, the spacecraft propulsion system will have to produce a minimum ∆V of 5.59km/s. Using the same minimized ∆V calculation, the time of flight to Mars is approximately 260 days. Based on the Hohmann transfer information, the considered engine’s burn time was iterated to produce the required ∆V . As a direct result of burn time, each
engine also requires a specific propellant mass for operation. Table 3 below summarizes the performance parameters
for each engine in consideration.
Table 3: Summary of performance parameters for engines in consideration. Note, the burn time for VASIMR is 36
days.

Isp (sec)
Jet Power (MW)
Engine Mass (kg)
Burn Time (sec)
Mass of Propellant (kg)
∆V (km/s)

VASIMR
5000
0.2
1700
3084480
503
5.59

NERVA
825
1570
11,700
957
44,900
5.59

PBR
971
1945
3,300
221
9,280
5.59

TRITON
940
308
3500
1465
10,400
5.59

LANTR
647
582
3500
790
22,400
5.59

Highlighting Table 3, the VASIMR requires about 36 days of thrust to reach Hohmann transfer ∆V , although the
system only requires 500kg of mass. The NERVA engine performs very poorly, as it requires nearly 45mT of fuel. In
terms of performance, the two most efficient systems are the Particle Bed Reactor (PBR) and the Trimodal capable,
thrust optimized, nuclear propulsion and power system for advanced space missions, or abbreviated as TRITON. The
PBR uses less propellant and also burns for less time, but the system is the least developed and safe out of all the
designs considered. The results of the analytical hierarchy process are summarized in Table 4. The TRITON engine is
a clear winner and as such the MTV would be best suited to perform mars transit using the TRITON nuclear thermal
rocket propulsion system.
Table 4: Results of the Mars Propulsion system AHP.
Propulsion Options
Trade Study Results
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VASIMR
85

NERVA
68

Particle Bed Reactor
76

Triton
92

LANTR
85

Commercially Enabling LEO

As NASA sets its goals towards missions that will bring humans beyond LEO it has also shifted its focus towards an
increased investment in private commercial activities related to the space environment[56]. Although it might seem
contradictory at first, these programs such as the Commercial Resupply Services and Commercial Crew Program are
indicative of this shift in focus towards expanding the human presence in the solar system. Through these programs
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NASA hopes to grow the private sector and help new companies establish their presence in LEO so as to transform
their relationship with the market from being the main supplier of access to LEO towards becoming another customer,
therefore freeing them to focus on their push into the solar system.
The next logical step in this paradigm shift is to transition habitation and research from the current status-quo of a
government-run orbital laboratory to a semi-independent and privately owned research & development orbital station.
The ISS currently maintains a de facto monopoly on all research, design and fabrication that is currently being done
in micro-gravity,and although it has proven to be extremely useful for this purpose it is limited by the reliance on
government demand and complex requirements for testing on the station. TSS aims to improve upon the ISS in two
main ways: it has been designed from the ground up to leverage the advantages of the micro-gravity environment by
learning from the experiments that showed the most promise on the ISS and streamlining the testing process to reduce
the substantial barrier of entry that currently bars most institutions from testing in LEO.

7.1 Commercial Capabilities
One of the inflatable modules shall be dedicated completely to research and development within the TSS. With 184m3
of pressurized volume a fair number of devices can be fitted within the station as outlined below in Table 5. The
micro-gravity environment has shown quantifiable benefits in the field of protein crystallography [56], developing 3D
printed materials such as optical fiber [57] and testing of CubeSats and other objects that must be exposed to the space
environment[58].
Table 5: Summary of the development capabilities of the TSS.
Quantity
4
3
3
1
1
1

Device
Modified Express Rack (8-2 Configuration)
Modified Express Rack(NanoRack Configuration)
Rapid Prototyping Station
Small Scale X-Ray Crystallographer
CubeSat Deployer
External Testing Platform

Experimens Housed
10
10-130
1
1
1
1

These devices aim to make TSS an attractive testing facility for companies interested in developing new 3D printing
technologies, discovering new proteins for drug development and even testing how their devices fair when exposed
to the space environment before being integrated to a launch vehicle. On the other hand the ISS type EXPRESS
racks provided shall offer very similar capabilities as their ISS counterparts. This aims to smooth the transition from
one station to another after the ISS is retired and allows for continued research and testing without delay once the
retirement process begins. These racks will be fitted in two configurations, the current NASA standard of 8-2 testing
racks[59] and a NanoRack[58] style rack system allowing for a larger number of small scale tests. Because the station
contains both systems the TSS shall be capable of performing both large scale tests similar to those performed in the
ISS by NASA and its partners as well as small commercially oriented tests at a fraction of the cost and time.

7.2 Business Plan
The station shall conduct its business in three distinct phases outlined below. The goal of this stepped plan is to
ease the transition from government run laboratory testing to a fully commercially enabled station. It also aims to
perform tests at its maximum capacity within five years of being fully assembled by gradually growing the commercial
opportunities in LEO through programs to increase the awareness of the benefits of micro-gravity and sponsored
commercial programs such as CRS to finance the growth in demand.
7.2.1

NASA as the Tenant

As the station is first assembled in LEO next to the ISS NASA shall act as the first tenant. This will ensure continuation
of all ongoing tests and research and could serve as a training opportunity for the astronauts that shall live within the
TSS. The number of experiments during this phase shall be kept low with the goal being to establish the capabilities of
the station and ensure that NASA can finalize all critical research necessary to successfully implement their Evolving
Mars Campaign.
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Figure 5: Ideal Running Cost and Revenue projections for the TSS assuming average experiment mass of 5kg and
10 hours worth of astronaut time. The number of experiments performed per year is outlined above the revenue trend
line.
7.2.2

Ensuring Growth of Commercial Opportunities in LEO

Commercial enterprises will begin to perform research within the facilities of the TSS. Demand at this time will be
likely low due to the current economic landscape of LEO enterprises[56] as such we NASA or its partners would
use their policy tools to expand and grow the market through a campaign similar to CRS or Commercial Crew, but
focused towards subsidizing multiple small scale tests of companies or institutions that are interested in supporting the
development of essential space infrastructure or using the micro gravity environment due to its inherent benefits. This
could be achieved through expanding the capabilities of the Center for the Advancement of Science in Space (CASIS)
and shifting its focus towards allowing small to medium businesses to test and develop new concepts in space.
7.2.3

Commercial Hub / Venture Capital development

This last phase shall be reached when NASA no longer needs manage the dynamics of the market within LEO. Most
experiments would the be contracted in advance based on dynamics of supply and demand independent of government
reliance. In this phase the station would serve as a the commercial hub of LEO and perform tests at the full capacity
allowed by the station and crew size. To ensure the continued growth of businesses attempting to develop technologies
or services in LEO a portion of the testing performed on the station occurs in a fashion similar to that of an incubator:
promising ventures can perform their research at a fraction of the cost in exchange for a percentage of the profit should
their commercial endeavors prove successful. The aim of this program is to open the research and development of
LEO to small startups that cannot regularly afford it, thus lowering the barrier of entry even further.

7.3 Profit and Cost Projections
A tool was developed to quantify the costs incurred in performing an experiment and to measure the economic viability
of the business plan outlined above. It evaluated both the actual cost of performing an experiment on the ISS and
performing it on the TSS. It does so by dividing the cost into four subcomponents: mass to station, astronaut time,
operation costs and overall lifetime costs of the station. The first one was obtained from CRS data and a value of
cost per kg to station was obtained. The second category used data from Commercial crew missions to calculate the
cost of an hour of an astronauts time given the launch cost per seat and the hours within the station in which the
astronauts shall be working. The last two values used predicted operation costs and lifetime costs of the stations to
calculate how much one hour of use of the station cost based on maintenance and assembly costs incurred. These
four cost estimations were done for both ISS and TSS and compared to each other for a given experiment mass and
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average experiment time. This led to us to the result that the TSS can save up to 50% in cost for any given kg-hr
of experimentation when compared to the ISS. This tool would also serve as a way to size the expected fee that a
customer would have to pay to perform an experiment given the time/mass requirements of their procedure, to ensure
that the cost covers the expense incurred by the station. In fig.5 a projection of running expected and total costs of the
station can be seen that predicts the net income for the station assuming an ideal scenario where the market demand
has grown to the point where the station can perform tests at its maximum capacity. With the prediction tool developed
for this project multiple outcomes can be examined and therefore a fair price can be found that would satisfy both the
commercial venture and the station owners.
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Risk Analysis

1:
2:
3:
4:
5:
6:
7:
8:
9:

Environmental Damage
Power Generation Failure
Spacecraft Charging from Electric Propulsion
Component Technology Underdeveloped
Life Support Failure
Launcher Failure
Crew Member Health and Safety
Thermal Control System Failure
Robotic Arm Failure

Figure 6: Risk Reduction Matrix for both LEO and Mars Modules
Risk analysis is vital to any design, especially those where a human life is involved. As such, the nine major risks
in the chart below symbolize nine threats to the success of the mission. The first threat is environmental damage to
the spacecraft via micro-meteorites, which is especially problematic because the electric propulsion system the TSS
uses is not quick enough to move out of the way of a meteorite in time. Another risk is power generation failure which
would cause vital subsystems to shut down and result in possibly the death of the crew members on board. Spacecraft
charging would occur because electric propulsion generates a charge which is usually negated by sending an oppositely
charged ion at the plume. If this aspect of the design were to break or malfunction the crew would have to make the
impossible decision to either cease reboost in LEO or continue reboost and charge the station, resulting in probable
electrical equipment failure. Some components used in the design are currently in development and this design hinges
on the success of their testing in order for use. Should their tests not prove successful, replacement components would
need to be found. Life support failure is a vital concern because without it the crew members would not survive long
in space. Launcher failure specifically for resupplies would increase the cost and result in crew members needing to
ration out their supplies with the possibility of not getting enough. Crew member health and safety applies to each
crew member individually, since if one crew member were to become incapacitated during the trip to Mars, they would
not be able to perform their duties and the other crew members may not be able to safely make it to Mars. Thermal
control system failure would affect avionics as well as crew members if temperatures got too high or too low and
finally, since the robotic arms are being used to construct the space station in LEO, failure of one of those arms would
cause mission failure.
To mitigate the risk of colliding with orbital debris, the TSS will be equipped with backup Dragon 2 chemical
thrusters. In order to avoid the power generation system from failing for long, the TSS will have extra equipment to
repair the panels as soon as possible. To prevent spacecraft charging from the thruster negating mechanism failing,
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the backup thrusters mentioned before will be used instead of the electric propulsion while it is being repaired. To
account for the fact that some technology may not be ready, other forms of technology will be produced at the same
time, to replace this new technology that may become unavailable. Life support failure will be avoided by increasing
redundancy in those systems. Launcher failure mitigation involves leaving room in scheduling to account for such an
event happening. Crew members will be trained to be able to perform each other’s responsibilities in case one becomes
incapacitated. Thermal control system failure will also be mitigated by increased redundancy and in case the robotic
arms fail, the EVA system can be used by a crew member to fix it.
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Project Fiscal Budget

The budget parameters presented here are calculated using the Advanced Missions Cost Model (AMCM) and Missions
Operation Cost Model (MOCM) developed by NASA [42][43]. All costs are scaled with projected inflation rates and
constrained to the TSS Module. Development and physical construction of the TSS is estimated to cost $7.8B.
Launch and assembly of the TSS, as described in the CONOPS to include crew boarding, is estimated to cost $0.7B.
Sustainment of resupply missions and crew rotations over the 15-year projected lifespan of the TSS are estimated to
cost $12.1B, as predicted using current ISS resupply contracts. Mission operation cost given by the NASA MOCM
[43] is estimated to be $0.37B per year, or $5.48B over a 15-year lifespan. The consequent total cost over the 15-year
lifespan of the TSS is estimated to be $26B. The cost of the construction and launch of the TSS prior to any crewing
or maintenance is estimated to be $8.3B, leaving $17.7B to additional operating costs over the 15-year lifespan. This
amounts to an annual operating cost, after TSS construction and launch, of $1.2B. These costs are summarized in
Table 6.
Table 6: Fiscal Budget for LEO Module
Group
Structure

Launches

Mission Support
Summary
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Items
Inflatable
Rigid

Quantity
2
1

Unit Cost ($Billions)
$1.98
$3.88
Total Cost:
Structure/Supplies
5
$0.09
Crew Members
4
$0.06
Unmanned Resupply
23
$0.24
Manned Resupply
22
$0.30
Total Cost:
Years
15
$0.37
Cost Prior to Manned Deployment:
Cost for 15 Year Manned Deployment:
Total Project Cost:

Cost
$3.97
$3.88
$7.85
$0.47
$0.23
$5.46
$6.60
$12.76
$5.48
$8.32
$17.77
$26.09

Summary and Conclusions

This technical paper describes design process and resulting proposal for Project Theseus, a manned orbital research
platform scheduled for launch in 2022. The planned station will remain in orbit for at least 15 years, support a crew of
4 persons, maintain a pressurized volume of 470m3 , bolster a mass of 55mT , and cost approximately $26B over the
course of its lifetime. While the station will be built and owned by NASA at its genesis, the architecture and facilities of
the station are designed to facilitate commercial operations as micro-gravity research platform. A commercial model
constructed to model this projects cost savings of up to 50% over the current operational costs of the ISS by leveraging
the advantages of current and forthcoming commercial ventures from such entities as Space X, Orbital ATK, Boeing,
and Blue Origins. Finally, station architecture was designed to function as a Mars transit vehicle with several clearly
defined modifications. The resulting vehicle enables 4 crew members to travel to Mars and return within a time-frame
of 1100 days.
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